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Abstract: In this paper, we describe our exploratory process of creating an interlocking Devanagari

font. The outcome is a display font with condensed and modulated glyphs. Our approach differed from

a typical font design cycle; we discuss the process, design decisions, and the interlocking system

accompanying the font's visual grammar.
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1. Introduction

In this project, we explored and articulated different ways of interlocking in the Devanagari

script. Our primary exploration approach was to compose skeletons of some chosen phrases

and then add flesh. We also made some art works directly with calligraphy pens. While

making these concepts, we articulated their respective system of interlocking. The final

product is a condensed interlocking Devanagari display font. We used a flat cut pen to

establish the medium contrast modulations and serifs. We vertically manipulated the

structure of the narrow glyphs to create interlocking combinations. It also employs vertical

conjuncts and vertically stacked glyphs to generate a compact behaviour. We imagine this

"elegant" font being used in greeting cards, posters, titles, etc.



2. Existing instances of interlocking in different scripts

We examined interlocking cases in Latin fonts and lettering and calligraphy artworks in Arabic

and Indic Scripts. Following are the observations:

2.1 Interlocking in Latin fonts

Most Latin fonts follow a standard system of interlocking. The glyphs slightly modify their

structure to accommodate adjacent glyphs in the white spaces; this allows the font to have a

tighter texture or to cover more "Display area". Characters like "F", "P", "T" or "L" naturally

have a lot of white space, and hence they generate more combinations than other letters. We

observed that the structure of letters is primarily displaced vertically, which means that a

narrower font can support more interlocking combinations (figure 1). Some fonts also have

decorative extensions, and other letters sit on those extended structures; this creates pseudo

interlocking combinations, resulting in more words to "interlock". Few fonts employ vertically

stacked letters along with interlocking pairs for the functional goal of saving space (figure 1).

But not all fonts aim to pack letters together. Decoracha pro is a decorative font with heavy

curves and swirls (figure 2). The glyphs interlock by exaggerated swashes and proportions.

Multiple glyph options and stylistic ligatures result in an almost lettering kind of composition.

Figure 1. Master of poster by Fenotype (left) and Mighty Mountain Font by Denise Chandler (right)

Figure 2. Decoracha by holy



2.2 Interlocking in Arabic Calligraphy

2.2.1 Diwani Jali

Diwani Jali is a variant of Arabic calligraphy. It intends to appear as "one-piece artwork"

through interlacing its characters. Artists use a smaller pen to decorate the artwork and

balance the negative spaces, based on the context they might or might not carry meaning.

Figure 3. A Diwani Jali Artwork

2.2.2 Square Kufic or Bannai Kufic script

In Square Kufic or Bannai Kufic script, the artist aims to compose words or phrases in a square

grid (sometimes a regular polygon). These layouts often have a perceived symmetry. This

style allows us to reduce letters to their most basic form with no added decoratives.

Figure 4. Square kufic found in the shrine of Pir Bakran



2.3 Work of Indian Calligraphy and lettering artists

2.3.1 'Aksharayoga' artwork by S.M. Wadisherla

This artwork is an exploration of writing Devanagari in "Urdu Style". Intentionally or

unintentionally, Wadisherala has made an excellent instance of interlocking letters in

Devanagari. The interlocking system seems similar to what we saw in the Latin font "Master of

Poster" by Fenotype (figure 1). In figure 5, the interlocking pair "र" and "य" is straightforward,

but the couple of "अ" and "�" is an outcome of exaggerated swashes.

Figure 5. Artwork by S.M. Wadisherla (dsource.in/course/calligraphy/examples/aksharayogaarchaic)

2.3.2 Letterbox India (by Ektype)

The following lettering artworks by Ektype show overlapping in Bengali, Telugu & Devanagari

script. They demonstrate how interlocking is not an added feature but the core idea of the

font itself. In other words, the system of interlocking dictates the visual grammar of the font

and vice versa. Even though the glyphs break the notion of a bounding box, the text is legible

because the system of interlocking/overlapping is consistent and complimented by the shape

of the glyphs themselves.

Figure 6. Artwork by Letterbox India (www.instagram.com/letterbox.india)



2.3.3 Interlocking Monograms

Ranjana is a Brahmic script used to write the Newar language in India and Nepal. What makes

Ranjana fascinating is Kutakshar, the monogram of the script, typically used for

embellishments on temples. There are defined rules of writing & reading the monogram. The

script is written from left to right, but the monogram form is written from top to bottom.

Figure 7. A Kutakshar on the facade of the Jana Bahal. (wikipedia.org/wiki/Ranjana_script)

2.3.4 Hand-painted hoardings

The idea of interlocking and overlapping is common and can be seen in these hoardings by

unknown artists. In figure 8, letters of the word नयन have wide Kana, which provides enough

space for the subsequent letters to overlap. And in the word राजजुी, the जी is extended to

achieve interlocking.

Figure 8. Photos of hand-painted hoardings in a local market



3. Method of explorations

Connecting the observations from the background research, we created a framework to

channelise the direction of the explorations. It goes like this, "In interlocking fonts, the glyphs

allow the font to visually manifest as ornamentation, patterns or a means to save space. One

can achieve it by overlapping the glyphs, fitting them like a jigsaw, or by composing them in a

grid."

The primary exploration approach was to compose skeletons of some chosen phrases (words

with ascending and descending Matras and conjuncts) and then adding flesh; this enabled us

to determine how glyphs can interlock. We also made some art works directly with different

calligraphy pens. Along with the concepts, we defined their respective system of interlocking.

Some of them "overlapped", some behaved like a "jigsaw puzzle", and some manipulated the

glyph structure to create combinations. The idea was to create as broad a set of explorations

as possible in the given timeframe and then further work on the ones that fit the selection

rationale. The primary rationales were:

1. The possibility of several interlocking combinations.

2. Novelty in the type of interlocking.

3. Novelty as a display font.

We refined the shortlisted explorations and made four promising concepts with a more

sophisticated system. This stage aimed to create a coherent relationship between the system

of interlocking and the visual design of the font. We selected one concept and developed it as

a display font.

4. Explorations

4.1 Word: �व�नाकृ�त
This is a monolinear narrow font with vertical conjuncts, inspired by the Mighty Mountain by

Denise Chandler and Jaini by Ektype. The idea is to have more vertical space and adjust the

skeleton to interlock them with the adjacent glyphs. Most conjuncts will be vertically

stacked, and the descenders will be compressed within the baseline to create a tight space.



Figure 9. �व�नाकृ�त

4.2 Word: झकास
This is a contemporary chunky style with interlocking facilitated by fluid structures. The

crooked hand allows a high number of interlocking combinations. The font will not maintain a

defined mean line but will try to fill spaces based on the interaction with the adjacent

elements.

Figure 10. झकास

4.3 Word: आयकर
This is a monolinear angular font with diagonal and triangular letterforms. The interlocking

pattern is like a jig-saw puzzle. The glyphs follow a grid of sorts and will “fit” with each

other. It will require making multiple glyph options for the same character.

Figure 11. आयकर



4.4 Words: टनटनाट, कई, हब, आ�ोश, गीतांज�ल
This is a modulated narrow font made with a traditional canted nib. The system of

interlocking is similar to what we see in Latin. The glyphs are divided into four rows, and

based on the interaction with the adjacent glyphs we can shift the structure to top, bottom,

or center.

Figure 12. टनटनाट, कई, हब, आ�ोश, गीतांज�ल

4.5 Words: मिु�कल समझौता
The idea is to have seemingly non-existing ascenders and descenders. However, an unaligned

Sirorekha resulted in too deformed characters, which might be a challenge to execute

correctly as a font.

Figure 13. मिु�कल समझौता

4.6 Word: ए�स�ल�ूसव
The distinct part of this style is the conjuncts. The pair क-स and क-ल ूappear as monograms

rather than the conventional vertical or horizontal conjuncts. In this concept, the flat nib

allows more horizontal compressing of characters.

Figure 14. ए�स�ल�ूसव



4.7 Word: ��वड़
A humanist monolinear font. The tilted axis and the sight top-heavy Kana gives this style a

playful appearance.

Figure 15. ��वड़

4.8 Words: ताजदार-ए-हरम
This is a monolinear overlapping font with big round loops. The idea is that the whitespaces

created by the big curves will accommodate other glyphs while overlapping. The challenge

would be to make multiple glyphs for the same character such that they look the same with

and without overlapping, and this is a part of the larger problem of a consistent grey value.

Figure 16. ताजदार-ए-हरम

4.9 Words: इंकलाब िज़दंाबाद
The glyphs are made such that they create spaces where the next glyph can fit. The diagonal

shapes of the letters and broken Shirorekha complement the jigsaw-like interlocking style.

Figure 17. इंकलाब िज़दंाबाद



5 Concepts

We created vector drawings of the promising ideas so that we can evaluate them better. The

goal was to create a coherent relationship between the interlocking system (How they

interlock?) and the visual design of the font (How they look?).

5.1 Words: एक और एक �यारह
A condensed font is a comfortable choice to facilitate interlocking. It gives enough space to

the extended letters, vertical conjuncts and stacking of letters without compromising vertical

space.

Figure 18. एक और एक �यारह

5.2 Word: अ�ल पर प�थर पड़ना
The concept is similar to the previous one. Instead of monolinear, this one is mimicking a flat

cut pen. The advantage of this kind of modulation is that it doesn't add much weight to the

horizontal lines, which helps manage spaces while interlocking (vertically).

Figure 19. अ�ल पर प�थर पड़ना



5.3 Words: इनो काम श�ु करे बस ६ सेकंड म�
A crooked form allows more interlocking combinations, as even significantly deformed letters

will be consistent with the overall visual language of the font.

Figure 20. इनो काम श�ु करे बस ६ सेकंड म�

5.4 Words: इंटरलॉ�कंग के हज़ार� उदाहरण
This concept has a languid construction, diagonal and triangular letterforms, and angled

crossbars. These features create spaces for the following letter to fit in. The wedges are

there to balance space, while the broken Siorekha creates an illusion of interlocking.

Figure 21. इंटरलॉ�कंग के हज़ार� उदाहरण



6. Selecting the concept

The process of making and evaluating explorations was not linear. We kept revisiting concepts

and changing how the font looks and behaves. We choose the following style (Figure 19) as it

best meets our rationales of selection (mentioned earlier in the paper) and fits the definition

of interlocking fonts discussed in this project. The concept evolved as we developed it. Here

in figure 22, notice that the interlocking of ड़ & ना (in figure 19) has been changed to a

vertical stacking between प & ड़. Comparing this image (figure 22) to the concept (figure 19)

shows the subtle changes done during the development process.

Figure 22. अ�ल पर प�थर पड़ना

7. The Font

7.1 Basic Glyph set

The final product is a condensed interlocking Devanagari display font. We used a flat cut pen

to establish the medium contrast modulations and serifs. Some of the distinct features of the

font are open counters, squarish turns, unlooped curve to curve joinery, horizontal stem to

neck joinery, closed middle not, dragged end knot, open beginning and end loops. The font is

ideal for writing titles in marriage invitations, jewellery ads, and fashion magazines, etc.



Figure 23: basic glyph set

7.2 Nature of curves (Hand Facet)

We introduced a slight curvature to the font as, in some cases, the parallel lines created

confusion (the direction of the curve helps identify the letter). The overall font became much

softer and humane. The image below shows how the softness comes from the tangents and

not rectangular shapes with rounded corners.

Figure 24: Hand Facet



7.3 Proportion Facet

We wrote some chosen phrases in different proportions, and after a handful of sketches, we

compared them to see which one creates a more balanced composition (i.e. the tall form

shouldn't look stretched, and the short form shouldn't look compressed). Notice here how

Matras sit on top of the glyph itself, the interlocking of और happens, and ख & वा sit on top of

each other, all in the defined proportion. Further, narrow ascenders and descenders result in

a tighter vertical space.

Figure 25. Proportion Facet

7.4 System of Interlocking

We manipulated the structure (vertically) of these narrow glyphs to create interlocking

combinations. There are four kinds of interlocking combinations defined:

1. Where two or more letters interact to create a composition.

2. A glyph interlocks with its own Matra.

3. Interlocking facilitated by extended strokes (that might not save space).

4. Contextual word-marks.



7.4.1 Basic concept

The fluidity of characters is the most fundamental part of the concept. To demonstrate it,

let's consider the letter "अ". Parts of the letter are compressed/extended and then optically

corrected as an individual glyph.

There can be more versions of "अ", but the idea is not to have all the possible variations but

to create those which work well with the rest of the glyphs in the system. We observed that

certain structural modifications complimented the visual language, and some do not; hence

we have defined the variants on the proportion grid and the aesthetic goals of the project.

Because we used a general division of space to structure the glyphs, (1) there can be more

than one way of writing the same word, and (2) there can be exclusive combinations for some

words that might not be generalised.

Figure 26. Five variants of "अ"

7.4.2 Interlocking with Matra

In this project, we made the letter अ in five different forms. If we add ◌◌ा with the possibility

of two states (half-height and full), आ has ten possible forms. We discarded one as it creates

spaces that other letters can not fill.

Figure 27. All variants of "आ"



7.4.3 Method

In this font, interlocking does not interfere with Matra above the Sirorekha. Hence while

designing all states of interlocking, I have reduced them to a simple kana. Other than Matras

on the left and right, there are bottom Matras that push the letter a bit. Here, in the image,

all the Matras are represented with placeholders. "क" has eight forms, and with Matras, that

number goes to forty-eight. However, we discarded eight of them (marked in blue). So the

total number of states is forty, which is the highest a character can be in this particular font.

Note that this number represents the type of forms that can be used to interlock. The actual

number of characters possible will be much more than this, depending on the complete set of

glyphs.

Figure 28. All variants of "क" with placeholders for Matras

7.4.4 Thumb rule for creating interlocking combination

Having this distribution of space helped in incorporating interlocking pairs coherently. In

figure 25, the interlocking pair is औ & र, and this is because the character औ created enough

space that is roughly similar to र, which is approximately 2X the space of Kana. This construct

of creating groups of letters with equivalent widths also helps in vertical stacking.



7.4.5 Interlocking with itself

The nature of the script allows an interesting possibility of Interlocking within the same

character. The Matra that comes on the left and right of the consonant can behave similarly

to the interlocking of separate letters. It is done purely to save space. On the contrary,

letters like ए, ह, and ल can be extended from the bottom and not affect the horizontal space.

In figure 25, the letter ल� is interlocked with itself, and ल can have similar interlocking with

other letters. The use of such interlocking is to provide a stylistic alternative with the spirit of

interlocking.

7.4.5 Treatment of conjuncts

Conjuncts behave similarly to their complete consonant form when vertical conjuncts are not

possible. Since we have modified parts of the letter, we can treat the conjuncts as just

another letter while interlocking.

Figure 29. Interlocking with conjuncts

7.4.6 Vertical stacking

The ground laid for the system of interlocking facilitated vertically stacked letters. It follows

the same rule, i.e. if the letters have roughly similar widths, they can be placed on top of

each other. Of course, the first letter is placed on top and can have upper Matras, and the

bottom one can have bottom Matra but not vice versa. When we put letters on top of each

other in words with three letters or more, the Sirorekha disturbs the reading direction by

directing a different visual hierarchy. Here, the word सफ़र might be confused with सरफ़
breaking Sirorekha helps in correcting the order.



Figure 30. Breaking Shirorekha in words with vertically stacked letters

7.4.7 Contextual word-mark

We can create an interlocking composition of words that frequently appear in Hindi and

Marathi language usage (Ex: राम राम). These words may break the general interlocking system

as they will be coded as "words'' themselves. Figure 31 shows an example of a contextual

word-mark that does not follow the system of interlocking. All vertically stacked pairs are

read from top to down in this font and have broken Shirorekha. Here, it is from top-left to

bottom-right.

Figure 31. Example of wordmark.



7.5 One right way to interlock?

Having multiple states of a particular character can lead to words with more than one way to

write. Other than the default option, there might be economical for saving space or some

with interlocking employed for stylistic reasons. It can be the designers choice to select any

combination from the options available.

Figure 32. Multiple ways of writing a word

8. Limitations of the project & further work

This project was different from a typical font design cycle. Hence, further work is needed in

areas that were not prioritised initially. We can group them as follows:

1 Completing the glyph set: Currently, the glyphs set does not include Devanagari characters

from languages other than Hindi and Marathi. Further, Akhand conjuncts and complex

consonant clusters are limited.

2 Creating more wordmarks: This step requires an understanding of the language and will

evolve as we work on it.

3 Testing the font: This consists of the conventional measures, i.e. kerning, width

adjustment, texture, legibility on different sizes, and grey value.

4 Testing the legibility and speed of reading: This indirectly means testing the system of

interlocking. During the initial testing, we observed that some words were easy to read, some

were legible because of the context, and some required the reader to guess the letter after

reading the word. Also, some letters were difficult to read when placed with a particular

letter but were easy to read with others. We can anticipate the removal of certain confusing

combinations after a formal testing as the method used to design the rules was based on

permutations.



9. Conclusion

The project showcases many explorations, and selecting one concept does not imply that it is

objectively superior. The outcome, an interlocking Devanagari display font, was made with

the functional goal of saving space and aesthetically perceived as elegant. Consequently,

vertical conjuncts and vertically stacked glyphs can also be employed to generate a compact

behaviour with small ascenders and even small descenders. The byproducts of the project are

novel as themselves and can be implemented in a different context, like vertical stacking,

having half-height letters, and grouping similar width characters. We imagine this "elegant"

font used in greeting cards, posters, titles, etc.

10. Samples

Figure 33. Sample 1.

Figure 34. Sample 2.



Figure 35. Sample 3, without interlocking (left), with interlocking (right).
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